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Company Structure/Financing:  AC provided an update.  Financial close was achieved on Friday 

May 25
th

 and Soirbheas received £25,400, from Social Investment Scotland (SIS) to cover working 

capital needs.  This was the net proceeds from the £250,000 loan and £210,000 grant drawn down 

from SIS after making the loan to Corrimony Energy Ltd (CEL) via Soirbheas Trading (STL),  

lawyers fees of £25,000 plus VAT for Morton Fraser and an £4,600 arrangement fee to SIS.  A small 

amount of legal work needs to be done and Soirbheas owes around £20,000- 25,000 to Davidson 

Chalmers.  CEL will pay interest on the money loaned to them by STL – this will cover repayments 

to SIS on the loan .and CEL will also donate regular cash sums to Soirbheas via gift aid. The total 

thus paid by CEL will equate to what Soirbheas would have earned from owning the turbine (which 

was not possible because of the OFGEM regulations and the financing complications it would 

cause).  Due to the way the loans and costs are paid down, we will not actually see any money flow 

into us from the project until 2014.  A news bulletin will be drafted for circulation to the community 

which will explain the final outcome and the anticipated benefits for the community. 

 

CEL Project Progress: The access road work is complete through the RSPB reserve and the rest is 

progressing well.  The turbine bases are due to be built in late summer with the concrete deliveries 

happening in September. 

 

Project Time Line: No change apart from the later arrival than originally envisaged of money 

inwards. 

 

Risk Register: To be updated for this next phase -  Action TC 
 

 

 Finance TC/MB 

Social Investment Scotland (SIS) –  ET has requested written confirmation that Soirbheas/STL 

interests are shown on the CEL insurance from Bruce Stevenson – needed to provide evidence of 

insurance to SIS.   SIS have asked us to co-operate with an announcement and publicity. The 

wording needs to be agreed by the board and also run by CEL for their acceptance.  Fergus Ewing 

has indicated he would like a photo shoot – dates Monday 25
th

 June or possibly 22
nd

 June are being 

considered.  As many directors as possible to try to be there. It was preferred that the photo meeting 

be in Inverness rather than the turbine site  (nothing really to see out on the hill at the moment and it 

would mean directors taking further time off work to get out there).   ACTION: – liaison with SIS 

for publicity - AM  

Business Plan – A summary of the plan will be placed on the web-site. -  ACTION: TC 

 

STEERING GROUP MEETING        
                                                              Registered Scottish Charity No: SC041340 

                    

            7.30 pm 31
st
 May  2012 – Blairbeg Hall, Drumnadrochit 

  
 

Attendees
: 

Andrew & Tanya Castell, Erik Trelfer, Anne MacDonald , Mary Brook, Nigel Fraser,  Suzanne 

Irving , Robin Sproull,  Neil MacInnes,  Peter MacDonald , Matthew  Oosterwijk, Robin Miller, 

Pierre LeBrun, Ian Mure & Russell Fraser    Apologies: Bill McDermott, Janet Emery 
 

 Minutes of  Meeting 26
th

 April 2012  

Discussion: the minutes of the previous meeting were agreed and signed.  The action log was reviewed and updates added. 

 Current Situation AC 
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Agreement Terms – NF had previously raised a concern about the requirement that a Director of 

Soirbheas becoming bankrupt would have caused the Covenant from CEL to  terminate.  This was 

deemed rather draconian given that it was beyond the control of the Soirbheas board. AC negotiated 

a change to the Agreement so that the bankrupt director would only need to step down from the 

Board and the agreement with Soirbheas remained otherwise unaffected subject to reasonable 

agreement from CEL.  The intention was to re-review all the various documents that Soirbheas and 

STL had signed to extract all the various obligations we were committed to so that these could be 

tracked to ensure compliance.  ACTION:  Capture all ongoing requirements for Soirbheas and 

STL arising from the financing-related documentation 

Leader Funding Application– was unsuccessful. This will result in a delay before we can appoint a 

Community Development Officer (CDO).  It is now intended to re-visit this with a view to having 

the CDO appointed some time next year.  

Bank Balance – Current bank balance £29,451.95. Lawyers to be advised that there will be a short 

delay pending the payment across from Community Energy Scotland (from which we will meet most 

of their invoices). £29,000 available with the two CES draw-downs to come and £39,000 in grant 

money from SIS available for draw-down based on need (open to us until 2013). .The board agreed 

that no expenditure over £50 to be made without the approval of directors. It was noted that there 

would need to be careful management of the finances and the importance of having financial 

information at the meetings was emphasised.  SIS would require more rigorous reporting of 

financials and cash flows although AC might be able to help initially to avoid incurring significant 

costs with AB Scholes. 

Debenture Letters – Another interested party was noted although we were still short of the £10k 

minimum to make proceeding worthwhile.  AM thought it would be worth having another attempt at 

securing contributions.  ACTION: AM 

Directors Report & Accounts – TC had circulated the directors notes to the accounts to the Board 

and feed-back awaited – ACTION – all directors revert to TC by Wednesday June 5
th

   

 

 Community Engagement  

Membership:  270 members.  ET confirmed that there was no requirement to provide a list of 

members to Companies House (a question that had been raised ahead of Financial Close). 

 

Schools –School visits by Laura to be postponed as the June ‘window’ has been missed. This will be 

revisited with the schools next term to ascertain the best times for the schools.   ACTION AM and 

SI to organise 

Supply of the Time Capsules has been arranged by SI who  has also ordered stickers with the 

Soirbheas logo to go on them at minimal cost  . We await advice from Mike Girvan on a suitable 

time for the schools to go up to site – left pending for now as Mike is recovering from reaching 

financial close. . ACTION: pending  - TC to talk to MG about where/when the time capsules 

could be planted when next convenient. 

 

Moving forwards: Steering Group/Sub-Groups/Planning – Now that we have brought the project 

phase to a conclusion the Steering Group’s work is complete. To streamline things and reduce the 

work-load (at present two sets of minutes are produced, one for the Steering Group’s work and one 

relating to matters that are directly the responsibility of the Directors), the Steering Group will now 

be dissolved. We will be forming sub-working groups though, to take on specific tasks.  This will 

suit folk who want to continue to be involved and help, but perhaps don’t want the extra 

responsibility of becoming a director. Members will of course still be welcome to attend the 

Directors Meetings.  The next 18 months would predominantly be focused on developing further, 

consulting on and then agreeing the approach Soirbheas would take for community investment and to 

consider how to start work on the social outcomes with SIS.  It was agreed that there would be a 

planning session of the directors to consider the strategy going forwards. 
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As previously discussed, we also want to appoint Local Communication Officers to cover specific 

zones in each of the two community areas. Their purpose will be to act as the local focal points for 

distributing information e.g the newsletter. A list of zones has been drawn up and some members 

have already volunteered to cover some of these. ACTION: TC to provide details to ET for 

information on members that we have in each zone who might be approached to volunteer.     
 

Signs at Shinty pitches – . ACTION Nigel to contact Strathglass Shinty about what terms they 

would offer for us to provide them with a Soirbheas banner to raise awareness.  Russell Fraser 

to raise the matter with GUSC 
 

Correspondence: None 

 

Scottish Rural Parliament - Edinburgh:  attended by AM and TC – the purpose is to bring 

together representatives to  raise rural issues and to form an effective lobbying group on rural issues 

 

Seminar at Strathpeffer -  Pooling experience on Distributing Community Benefit and how  to 

achieve Impact  with it attended by TC & ET 

 

Memorandum & Articles – check the wording regarding the categories of recipient – can we 

provide money to an individual? ACTION ET/TC 

 

AGM: Directors retiring by rotation, directors wishing to step down and directors appointed during 

the year to be ratified by AGM were discussed and agreed – A MacDonald is to resign as a director 

of Soirbheas Trading Ltd, M  Brook and A Castell  are resigning from Soirbheas board.  Two new 

directors for Soirbheas Board were nominated,  Mr M Oosterwijk and S Irvine. Mr R Fraser is 

considering an appointment as a director ‘without portfolio’ and will come back to us with his 

decision and perhaps some other nominations. 

 

Pay & Display – Forestry – As previously discussed, it had been agreed that Soirbheas should 

decline an invitation from the Forestry Commission (FC) to chair a meeting regarding the issue of 

charging for car parking.  Mr Nigel Fraser had agreed at our last meeting to chair the meeting in his 

personal capacity if that would be of assistance  and Forestry have accepted his offer -  the meeting is 

to take place on Friday 15
th

 June.   It was noted that the FC wanted to establish a regular community 

consultation forum which was supported (on the basis of it being genuine consultation with local 

views being taken into account) and it was agreed that as Soirbheas was interested in community 

matters, it would make sense to participate in future e.g. Soirbheas might want to share in FC hydro 

schemes in the community. 

 

Web-site: Following all the recent developments some of the material on the web-site is now out of 

date and will be updated after the newsletter is compiled. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Matters Arising and Any Other Business  

DATES OF NEXT MEETINGS:  

Annual General Meeting Thursday 21
st
 June  at 8..00 pm –Balnain Hall 

 Chairman:                                                                                           Tanya Castell  

Clerk to the Board:                                                                                           Erik Trelfer 

Date:  


